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world 's largest vessel slot

Slot buyers obtain co nvenient

one-way

repositioning and slot providers generate
additional revenue on empty vessel space.
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Let 's optimize empty repositioning.

Broker assisted empty repositioning - equipment when and where it is needed
Room 6& 7, 18/Fioor, Tower 1, Ever Gain Plaza, 88 Container Port Road, Kwai Chung Hong Kong
Telephone: +852 2153 7931

Fax: +852 3107 9166

Slotxchange enables container owners such as ocean carriers
and equipment lessors to manage their global equipment
surpluses and deficits by matching empty containers with
available slot space on ocean-going vessels. With Slot xchange,
equipment owners can quickly reposition empty containers in
order to make them available for requirements in the destination
location. Vessel operators with empty space can generate additional
freight revenue as a contribution to voyage costs by offering the empty
slots.
Experienced SLOTSMART brokers - whose global connections
make up the industry’s largest network of equipment and vessel
owners and operators - simplify the process of finding available
vessel space for containers or containers to fill empty vessel slots.
Constant updates from slot purchasers and vessel operators ensure
that SLOTSMART can target the most optimal exchanges of vessel
slot space. Both parties receive not only direct benefits to their bottom
line, but also enjoy centralized billing and settlement and a digital
notice board presenting the latest updates and available
opportunities. Not only can brokers identify the best matches, but
they will work hard to ensure that you receive the best possible rate
as well.

Optimizing equipment
utilization through empty
repositioning
Shipping containers are only valuable when they
are in the right place at the right time. Unfortunately,
due to global trade imbalances, empty containers
often accumulate in surplus locations. These
containers remain idle when ocean carriers
do not have sufficient space on their own
vessels, or within vessel sharing agreements, to
reposition them back to demand areas.
Whenever this undercapacity on their vessels
occurs, they can tum to SLOTSMART
Slotxchange to source available empty slots
from alternative ocean carriers in order to move
their idle surpluses at competitive rates to demand
locations.
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I NEED CONTAINERS

Benefits

–– Save time and effort managing
equipment imbalances with
the help of expert brokers

–– Reposition empty equipment
port to port quickly and reliably
with known arrival times

–– Fulfill customer demand
by having equipment when
and where it is needed

–– Reduce asset management
costs and maximize asset
utilization

–– Leverage a capacity network
of more than 100 equipment
operators

–– Receive free weekly summary
of global slot surplus and
demand

–– Gain revenue on unused
slot space

–– Receive 24/7 support

to move my cargo

INTERCHANGE

to fill my empty
vessel space

SLOTXCHANGE

As competition increases and pressure to reduce
operating expenses rises, the cost of moving
empty containers is a significant financial burden.
Seeking to address container imbalance issues,
container operators, including ocean carriers,
equipment lessors, freight forwarders and 3PL’s
turn to SLOTSMART Imbalance brokers.

When timing is essential for moving your empty
containers, such as for new production or to
meet important customer demand, consider
Slotxchange. Slotxchange lets you choose
exactly when and where your empty containers
will be delivered. Or if you are an empty slot
supplier, Slotxchange can increase your
voyage revenue by matching your surplus
space with empty paying containers.

SLOTSMART provides greater visibility, control, and optimization of assets through a collaborative platform uniting the global trade, transportation, and logistics industry. SLOTSMART solutions,
quickly implemented and immediately benefcial, can be operated as standalone web-native applications or integrated into existing transportation management systems. The SLOTSMART
platform and solution portfolio create a more valuable network by converting the entire community’s input into actionable information, enabling clients to interact seamlessly, optimizing the
inland intermodal process, and lowering the cost of routine business transactions. SLOTSMART connects thousands of trading partners including leading ocean carriers, motor
carriers, railroads, logistics providers, equipment lessors, repair depots, and terminals, and enables them to increase revenue, margin, and service. The SLOTSMART team of transportation
experts is dedicated to providing world-class solutions and combines personal, 24/7 service worldwide with one of the intermodal industry’s most comprehensive service level agreements.
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